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Risk management due to natural hazards is a multidimensional and complex problem since 
it requires the knowledge and experience of several disciplines. The effectiveness of risk 
management can be analyzed, inviting to the action through weakness identification of the 
urban area. This article proposes a methodology based on the morphological analysis to 
support the decision-making on disaster risk management, taking as a starting point the results 
of a holistic evaluation of the seismic risk. The results of the holistic evaluation of risk are 
achieved aggravating the physical risk using the contextual conditions, such as the socio-
economic fragility and the lack of resilience. In consequence, the risk mitigation can be 
performed through the reduction of the potential damage and consequences involved; and the 
improvement of social conditions. 
The proposed methodology allows prioritizing the risk reduction strategies according to i) 
performance level of component indicators involved into the Disaster Risk Management 
index, 𝐷𝑅𝑀𝑖; ii) physical risk factors dependent from the potential damages, and iii) 
aggravating factors involved in the aggravating coefficient. Moreover, it involves 35 strategies 
to reduce the physical risk and the aggravating social conditions of the urban area. 
The proposed methodology has been applied to the city of Mérida (Venezuela), located 
within an area of high seismic activity. The performance level of the indicators involved in 
the 𝐷𝑅𝑀𝑖 was evaluated by a survey to local experts. As a result, eleven strategies have been 
identified to reduce the potential damage and to improve the social conditions of this city. 
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Risk management due to a natural hazard is a multidimensional and complex problem 
since it requires the knowledge and experience of several disciplines (engineering, geology, 
seismology, geosciences, hydrology, and social sciences, among others). Moreover, at a global 
level, the risk is usually assessed in physical terms [1,2,3,4,5,6], the social vulnerability can be 
difficult to quantify, but it is necessary to assess it at different levels (local, regional and national 
level) and involving several characteristics of the studied area [7,8,9,10,11,12,13, among 
others].  
Seismic risk is usually evaluated through the estimation of the potential direct effects; 
there are several methodologies around the world focused on the calculation of the potential 
damages, destroyed area, dead and injured people, homeless and jobless people, debris and so 
on [1,2,3,4,6,14]. The mentioned estimations are recognized as a direct effect of the seismic 
events and are calculated based on the evaluation of the destroyed area and the primary use of 
the exposed assets. Other studies are focused on the secondary effects of the seismic and other 
catastrophic events, and they are mainly focused on different sectors of the society [15,16],  the 
local economy [17,18] or activity level of companies, which in many cases depends on the 
resilience and functionality of the restored lifelines [19,20] and essential buildings [21].   
Some methodologies evaluate the disaster risk from a comprehensive (or holistic) 
approach taking into account aspects of the social context like economic and social 
development absence, deficiencies of institutional management, and lack of capacity for 
response and recovery from a dangerous event [5,9,22,23,24,25,26]. These methodologies allow 
assessing the disaster risk from a holistic perspective and identify the characteristics of the 
social context and physical vulnerabilities that can be improved to reduce the risk level.  
The disaster risk assessment is a fundamental part of the disaster risk management, it is 
a pillar for an informed decision-making process. The efforts on disaster risk management can 
be challenging to evaluate due to they remain invisible until a catastrophic event occurs. The 
attempt to measure risk management, when faced with natural phenomena, is a significant 
challenge from the conceptual, scientific, technical, and numerical perspectives. Indicators 
must be transparent, robust, representative, and easily understood by public policymakers at 
national, subnational, and urban level [27].  
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The evaluation of risk management through the definition of performance benchmarks, 
establish performance targets to improve management effectiveness. This kind of assessment 
was developed [27] and applied by the Inter-American Development Bank to the monitoring of 
the disaster risk management performance in the counties of the Latin-American and Caribbean 
Region.   
Disaster risk reduction (DRR) policies are necessary to prevent and reduce disaster risk 
in urban areas, despite continuing limitations and difficulty in its implementation [28]. 
Therefore, it is necessary to prioritize the actions and strategies to be implemented based on the 
available information. There are several methodologies that can help in this decision-making 
process.  On the one hand, the methods such as the spatial decision support systems (SDSSs), 
the structured decision making (SDM), the multi-criteria decision analysis (MCDA) or the cost-
benefit Analysis (CBA) [29,30], among others, are fundamental to help risk-managers make 
better decisions. On the other hand, the General Morphological Analysis (GMA) [31] is a 
problem-solving technique to helping decision making in wicked problems and social disorders. 
The GMA has been applied extensively in different areas, but very few integrate stakeholders 
of public sector in decision-making process and cover all phases of a decision-making process 
[32]. 
This article proposes a decision support tool based on the morphological analysis 
method involving the holistic evaluation of the seismic risk [5] and the evaluation of the disaster 
risk management performance [27]. 
 
2. The starting point methodologies 
 
2.1. Holistic evaluation of risk 
 
In the holistic evaluation of risk using indices, risk results are achieved aggravating the 
physical risk using the contextual conditions, such as the socio-economic fragility and the lack 
of resilience [5,9,25]. Input data about these conditions at the urban level are necessary to apply 
the method. This approach contributes to the effectiveness of risk management, inviting to the 
action through the identification of weaknesses of the urban center. 
The socio-economic fragility and the lack of resilience are described by a set of 
indicators (related to indirect or intangible effects) that aggravate the physical risk (potential 
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direct effects). Thus, the total risk depends on the direct effect or physical risk, and the indirect 
effects expressed as a factor of the direct effect. Therefore, the total risk is expressed as follows: 
𝑅 𝑅 1 𝐹          (1) 
where 𝑅  is the total risk index, 𝑅  is the physical risk index, and 𝐹 is the aggravating 
coefficient. This coefficient depends on the weighted sum of a set of aggravating factors related 
to the socio-economic fragility, 𝐹 , and the lack of resilience of the exposed context, 𝐹  (see 
Equation (2)). 
𝐹 ∑ 𝑤 𝐹 ∑ 𝑤 ∗ 𝐹       (2) 
where 𝑤  and 𝑤  are the weights of each factor of social fragility and lack of 
resilience, respectively.  
The aggravating factors are based on standard indicators, easy to collect, measuring 
social aspects, which can make the situation worse in the case that a seismic event occurs.  The 
social indicators can be selected from the used by urban observatories of United Nations and 
other social researchers; such as indicators of the Habitat Agenda (1996) [33], Istanbul+5 (2001) 
[34], Millennium Development Goals [35] and Carreño et al. [5,22,23]. The aggravating factors 
𝐹  and 𝐹  are calculated using transformation functions. The descriptors used in this 
evaluation have different nature and units; the transformation functions standardize the gross 
values of the descriptors, transforming them into commensurable factors, taking values between 
0 and 1 [5, 25].  
The weights 𝑤  and 𝑤  represent the relative importance of each factor and are 
calculated using the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP), which is used to derive ratio scales 
from both discrete and continuous paired comparisons [5,36,37]. 
The physical risk, 𝑅 , is evaluated in the same way, by using the following equation: 
𝑅 ∑ 𝑤 ∗ 𝐹         (3) 
This holistic seismic risk assessment improves prior methodologies because their results 
are standard and easy to interpret [25].  
 




An Integrated Disaster Risk Management involves the disaster risk reduction and the 
adaptation to climate change considering economic, social, and environmental issues. These 
require a suitable strategy for vulnerability reduction and resilience improvement [38]. The 
Disaster Risk Management index, 𝐷𝑅𝑀𝑖, is an innovative indicator for the measurement of the 
performance and likely effectiveness of risk management, developed in the framework of the 
Program of Indicators for Disaster Risk and Risk Management in the Americas of the Inter-
American Development Bank [27]. 
The 𝐷𝑅𝑀𝑖 provides a quantitative measure of management based on predefined 
qualitative targets or benchmarks that risk management efforts should aim to achieve. These 
reflect the organizational, development, capacity and institutional action taken to reduce 
vulnerability and losses, to prepare for a crisis, and to recover efficiently. The index is 
constructed by quantifying four public policies:  
 Risk identification index, 𝑅𝑀𝐼 , comprises the evaluation of individual and social 
perception, risk knowledge and understanding and the appropriate assessment of risk. 
 Risk reduction index, 𝑅𝑀𝐼 , the implementation of corrective and prospective 
prevention and mitigation actions and measures to reduce vulnerability. 
 Disaster management index, 𝑅𝑀𝐼 , comprises the advances in preparedness, response, 
and recovery. 
 Governance and financial protection, 𝑅𝑀𝐼 , measures the degree of institutionalization 
and risk transfer strategies to financial protection. 
The 𝐷𝑅𝑀𝑖 is defined as the average of the four composite indicators (Equation 4). 
𝐷𝑅𝑀𝑖 𝑎𝑣𝑔 𝑅𝑀𝐼 , 𝑅𝑀𝐼 , 𝑅𝑀𝐼 , 𝑅𝑀𝐼      (4) 
Six indicators are used for each public policy (Figure 1). Their evaluation is based on 
five performance levels (low, incipient, significant, outstanding, and optimal) that correspond 
to a range from 1 (low) to 5 (optimal) [27,37]. This methodological approach permits the use of 
each reference level simultaneously as a performance objective or target and allows for 
comparison and identification of results or achievements. Government efforts at formulating, 
implementing, and evaluating policies should bear these performance targets in mind. Such 
linguistic values are the same as a fuzzy set that has a membership function of the bell or 




𝑅𝐼1 Systematic disaster and loss inventory 𝑤      
𝑅𝐼2 Hazard monitoring and forecasting 𝑤      
𝑅𝐼3 Hazard evaluation and mapping 𝑤  𝑅𝑀𝐼    
𝑅𝐼4 Vulnerability and risk assessment 𝑤      
𝑅𝐼5 Public information and community participation 𝑤      
𝑅𝐼6 Training and education on risk management 𝑤      
       
𝑅𝑅1 Risk consideration in land use and urban planning 𝑤      
𝑅𝑅2 Hydrographical basin intervention and environmental protection 𝑤      
𝑅𝑅3 Implementation of hazard-event control and protection techniques 𝑤   𝑅𝑀𝐼    
𝑅𝑅4 Housing improvement and human settlement relocation from prone-areas 𝑤      
𝑅𝑅5 Updating and enforcement of safety standards and construction codes 𝑤      
𝑅𝑅6 Reinforcement and retrofitting of public and private assets 𝑤      
      𝐷𝑅𝑀𝑖 
𝐷𝑀1 Organization and coordination of emergency operations 𝑤     
𝐷𝑀2 Emergency response planning and implementation of warning systems 𝑤     
𝐷𝑀3 The endowment of equipment, tools, and infrastructure 𝑤  𝑅𝑀𝐼    
𝐷𝑀4 Simulation, updating, and test of inter-institutional response 𝑤     
𝐷𝑀5 Community preparedness and training 𝑤     
𝐷𝑀6 Rehabilitation and reconstruction planning 𝑤     
       
𝐹𝑃1 Inter-institutional, multi-sectoral and decentralizing organization 𝑤      
𝐹𝑃2 Reserve funds for institutional strengthening 𝑤      
𝐹𝑃3 Budget allocation and mobilization 𝑤   𝑅𝑀𝐼    
𝐹𝑃4 Implementation of social safety nets and funds response 𝑤      
𝐹𝑃5 Insurance coverage and loss transfer strategies of public assets 𝑤      
𝐹𝑃6 Housing and private sector insurance and reinsurance coverage 𝑤      
Figure 1. Component indicators for 𝐷𝑅𝑀𝑖 [27] 
 
 
Figure 2. Functions that represents the performance management levels [27,37] 
 
Once performance levels of each indicator have been evaluated, the value of each 
component of the 𝐷𝑅𝑀𝑖 is determined through a non-linear aggregation model based on fuzzy 













Low Incipient Significant Outstanding Optimal
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logic. The value of each component ranges between 0 and 100. The evaluation is based on 
opinions from local experts who provide qualifications of the indicators and assign relative 
importance between them for each public policy according to their experience and knowledge. 
This relative importance is processed using the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) to assign 
weights [36]. Weights assigned sum 1 and they are used to give height to the membership 
functions of the fuzzy sets corresponding to the qualifications made. 
Qualification for each public policy is the result of the union of the weighted fuzzy sets. 
The risk management index value 𝑅𝑀𝐼  is obtained from the defuzzification of this membership 
function (Equation 5), using the method of the centroid of the area, COA.  
𝑅𝑀𝐼 𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑤 𝜇 𝐶 , … , 𝑤 𝜇 𝐶     (5) 
Where 𝑤  to 𝑤  are the weights of the indicators of Figure 1, 𝜇 𝐶  to 𝜇 𝐶  are the 
membership functions of the estimates made for each indicator. The value of each composed 
element is between 0 and 100, where 0 is the minimum performance level, and 100 is the 
maximum level. Total 𝐷𝑅𝑀𝑖 is the average of the four composed indicators that admit each 
public policy. 
Nowadays, the international community recognizes that disaster risk mitigation and 
reduction actions shall be involved in the policies, plans, and programs for sustainable 
development. It is necessary to improve the capacity to reduce risk as it is recommended by 
several international organizations, projects, and governments [2,3,4,14,39,40,41,42,43 among 
others]. 
This article proposes a methodology to support the decision-making on disaster risk 
management in an urban area exposed to natural hazards. This methodology is based on a 
morphological analysis to support the formulation of action plans for disaster risk mitigation 
taking as a starting point a holistic evaluation of risk. Such mitigation can be performed through: 
a) the reduction of the potential damage and consequences involved; and b) the improvement 
of social conditions. This proposed methodology allows prioritizing the risk reduction strategies 
to implement in an urban area according to i) the performance levels of the component 
indicators involved in the 𝐷𝑅𝑀𝑖, ii) the physical risk factors dependent from the potential 





2.3. Morphological Analysis 
 
General morphological analysis (GMA) is a method for systematically structuring and 
analyzing the total set of relationships contained in multi-dimensional, non-quantifiable 
problem complexes [44,45]. The GMA examines all possible relationships between the various 
social, political, and organizational dimensions of a complex problem. In 1995, advanced 
computer support for GMA (MA/Casper, Computer Aided Scenario and Problem Evaluation 
Routine) was developed at the Swedish National Defense Research Agency (FOI) [46]. This 
method made it possible to create non-quantified inference models, which significantly extend 
GMA’s functionality and areas of application [31,32,44,46,47]. According to Ritchey [44], one 
of the advantages of GMA is that there are no formal constraints to mixing and comparing such 
different types of issues. On the contrary, if we are really to get to the bottom of the policy 
problem, we must treat all relevant issues together.  
The GMA consist of a series of iterative steps that correspond to the analysis-synthesis 
process [46]: 
Analysis Phase: The dimensions of the problem complex to be investigated are defined 
regarding variables and variables values through two steps: 
Step 1: Identify the dimensions, parameters or variables that best define the problem 
complex or scenario. Each variable is represented in a column of the morphological field 
(Figure 3, first row in grey). 
Step 2: For each variable, define the range of relevant, discrete values or conditions, 
which the variable can express. The variable and variable-condition matrix is the morphological 
field - an n-dimensional coordinate system that implicitly contains an outcome space for the 
problem complex thus defined. Thus, a morphological field is constructed by setting the 
parameters against each other to create an n-dimensional configuration space (Figure 3, all rows 
except the first one). This step also concludes the analysis phase. 
 
Parameter A Parameter B Parameter C Parameter D Parameter E Parameter F 
Condition A1 Condition B1 Condition C1 Condition D1 Condition E1 Condition F1 
Condition A2 Condition B2 Condition C2 Condition D2 Condition E2 Condition F2 














    
Condition E6 
 
Figure 3. 6-parameter morphological field [49]. 
 
Synthesis Phase: Link variables and synthesize an outcome space. 
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Step 3: Assess the internal consistency of all pairs of variable conditions, identifying all 
inconsistent or contradictory pairs. This is an important step both for verifying the quality of 
the morphological field (vaguely defined concepts are immediately revealed in this process), 
and preparing for its reduction. Use a Cross-Consistency Matrix (CCM) (Figure 4) to assess the 
internal consistency by considering only pairs of variable values that are internally consistent 
(internal consistency evaluates the logical, rather than the causal relationship between two 
variables). 
A particular configuration (the darkened cells in the matrix of Figure 3) within this space 
contains one “value” from each of the parameters and thus marks out a particular state of, or 
possible formal solution to, the problem complex. The internal relationships between the field 
parameters are evaluated and "reduce" the field by weeding out configurations that contain 
mutually contradictory conditions. In this way, a preliminary outcome or solution space is 
created within the morphological field without having first to consider all of the configurations 
as such. This is achieved by the process of cross-consistency assessment. All of the parameter 
values in the morphological field are compared with one another, pair-wise, in the manner of a 
cross-impact matrix (Figure 4). As each pair of conditions is examined, a judgment is made as 
to whether – or to what extent – the pair can coexist, i.e., represent a consistent relationship. 
Note that there is no reference here to direction or causality, but only to mutual consistency 
[48]. 
The Cross-Consistency Matrix (CCM) is formed with the resulting pairs of all the 
conditions of each parameter with each other condition of all the other parameters. A box of 
parameters (BP) is composed of all conditions matched between two parameters, with cross-
references in the form of a two-dimensional typology. Figure 4 shows the consistency matrix 
for the reference morphological field given in Figure 3, which has fifteen boxes of parameters, 





Figure 4. The Cross-Consistency Matrix (CCM) for the morphological field in Figure 3 [49]. 
 
Once the CCM cells of the morphological model to be analyzed have been defined, the cross-
consistency assessment process is applied, that means the relationship between the parameter blocks 
is evaluated using evaluation keys [44,47]. 
All the values between factors are compared with one another pair-wise and checked 
for internal consistency by asking the question: Can these two conditions coexist in the context 
of the problem complex? If the answer is yes, a “-” is assigned to the combination. If the answer 
is no, an “X” is assigned to the combination. Alternatively, if the answer is maybe, a “K” is 
assigned. Depending on the problem structure, the number of configurations is reduced by 90% 
or more by using this technique. Consequently, the number of possible combinations becomes 
more manageable for an observer [47]. These answers (“-“, “X”, “K”) are called evaluation keys.  
Step 4: Synthesize an internally consistent outcome space. MA/Casper does this by 
running through all of the possible formal outcomes (configurations) in the morphological field 
(there can be many thousands or millions) and "reducing" the field by throwing out all outcomes 
containing internal contradictions. This leaves a "solution space". 
Step 5: Iterate the process if necessary. Scrutinize the solution space and return to steps 
1, 2 and 3 in order to adjust variables, alternatives and consistency measures. Run steps 4 and 
5 again. 
The results obtained from a morphological analysis can be of great help in decision-making. 





3. Decision-making support tool for an integrated disaster risk management  
 
The proposed methodology is based on an adaptation of the morphological analysis to 
support the decision-making on disaster risk management. It should be highlighted that, the 
methodology proposed in this study, could be applied to any natural hazard using as parameters: 
the proposed actions and the possible damages to reduce. In the following sections, the different 
phases of that methodology are shown for the specific case of seismic hazard. 
The methodology follows a holistic approach for the disaster risk analysis, assuming 
that it is necessary to improve the vulnerability conditions in the physical dimension to reduce 
the seismic risk, but also it is necessary to improve the socio-economic fragilities and resilience 
conditions. On this way, it is possible to reduce not only the direct effects but also to reduce the 
second-order effects of a seismic event. In consequence, it is proposed to perform two separated 
morphologic analyses, one with the purpose to analyze the physical risk reduction, and a second 
one to reduce the aggravating conditions related to the social fragilities and resilience of the 
urban center. The variables for both morphological analysis  are selected based on the indicators 
included in the methodologies described in sections 2.1. and 2.2. 
The proposed methodology identifies two types of variables, the descriptors or 
indicators to composed the physical risk and the aggravating conditions (section 2.1), and on 
the other way, the strategies to reduce them. In the analysis phase, two morphological fields are 
defined based on the components of the holistic evaluation of risk. The first one has the purpose 
of reducing the physical risk, 𝑅 , and the second to improve the aggravating coefficient, 𝐹, 
including a total of 35 strategies.  
The Cross-Consistency Matrices (CCM) are assembled focused on the relationship 
between strategies versus the indicators involved in each case (equivalent to column A in Figure 
4). For this reason, the proposed methodology does not include the pair-wise comparison 
between strategies, and the CCM are not diagonal. This means that the relationship between 
strategies is not analyzed. 
 
3.1. Strategies to reduce physical risk (𝑹𝑷𝒉  
 
To reduce the physical risk index (𝑅 ), as it is defined in section 2, it is necessary to 
take measures to reduce the potential damage, estimated of elements exposed to hazard.  
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In this methodology, the strategies to reduce physical risk correspond to the 24 
component indicators involved in the 𝐷𝑅𝑀𝑖 (Figure 1, [27]). Those strategies or actions in an 
optimal level allow minimizing the physical vulnerability of the urban area and some social 
aspects such as risk governance. To estimate each indicator five levels of performance are used, 
that range from 1 (the lowest level) to 5 (the highest level): low, incipient, significant, 
outstanding and optimal. In this methodology, each level of reference is used as an objective of 
performance.   
 
3.1.1. Analysis Phase 
For the specific case of seismic hazard, all exposed elements which damage depends on 
the earthquake occurrence are considered as physical risk such as collapsed buildings area, 
damage to lifelines (e.g. power supply, telecommunication, other transport systems) and 
according to HAZUS'99 [54] human victims (dead, injured and people who become homeless). 
However, to maintain consistency with the application for the case of study (city of Mérida in 
Venezuela, section 4), the methodology shown here is limited to the elements presented for 
which the information is available for that city. 
The following six descriptors of physical damages for an urban area have been 
considered in the case of seismic hazard: percentage of destroyed area (𝑋 ), dead people 
(‰) (𝑋 ), injured people (‰) (𝑋 ), homeless (‰) (𝑋 ), potential damage in the 
system of potable water (tears per kilometer) (𝑋 ), and damage for the road system 
(percentage affected of the road system) (𝑋 ). Table 1 shows the morphological field for 
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𝑋  Homeless 𝑅𝐼4 Vulnerability and risk assessment 𝑅𝑅4 
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strategies of public 
assets 
𝑋  Damage for the road system 𝑅𝐼6 
Training and 




retrofitting of public 






Housing and private 
sector insurance and 
reinsurance coverage 
 
3.1.2. Synthesis Phase 
Once the morphological field is defined (Table 1), the Synthesis Phase (step 3 and step 
4) starts to propose risk reduction strategies for the corresponding action plans.  
 
Step 3: The Cross-Consistency Matrix (CCM) for morphological field  
The CCMs are assembled focused on the relationship between strategies versus the 
indicators to reduce physical damage and those to improve the aggravating factor. For this 
reason, the proposed methodology does not include the pair-wise comparison between 
strategies in Table 2 (equivalent to column A in Figure 4).  
The Cross-Consistency Matrix is setting by the relationship between the six parameters 
(𝑋 ) using evaluation keys, that must be obtained from interview to local experts, to reduce the 
physical risk of seismic hazard. Table 2 shows this CCM with the 24 strategies (indicators 
contributing to the Disaster Risk Management index, 𝐷𝑅𝑀𝑖) in the first column and the 
descriptors to reduce the physical damage in the first row.  
The evaluation keys and their meaning are adapted for the proposed methodology as 
follows: The key “Y” given in Table 2 (cells in dark grey), means that the strategy influences 
favorably in the physical damage descriptor in other words, it improves the corresponding 
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physical damage descriptor to set a low value in its contributing factor to the physical risk. The 
key “N” (cells in white) means that the strategy does not influence the physical damage 
descriptor. Finally, the key “m” (cells in light grey) indicates that the strategy is unlikely to 
influence favorably in the descriptor. 
 





𝑋  𝑋  𝑋  𝑋  𝑋  𝑋  
𝑅𝐼1 m m m m m m 
𝑅𝐼2 m m m m m m 
𝑅𝐼3 Y Y Y Y Y Y 
𝑅𝐼4 Y Y Y Y Y Y 
𝑅𝐼5 m Y Y Y m m 
𝑅𝐼6 Y Y Y Y Y Y 
𝑅𝑅1 Y Y Y Y Y Y 
𝑅𝑅2 Y Y Y Y Y Y 
𝑅𝑅3 Y Y Y Y Y Y 
𝑅𝑅4 Y Y Y Y Y Y 
𝑅𝑅5 Y Y Y Y Y Y 
𝑅𝑅6 Y Y Y Y Y Y 
𝐷𝑀1 N Y Y Y N N 
𝐷𝑀2 N Y Y Y m m 
𝐷𝑀3 N Y Y Y N N 
𝐷𝑀4 N Y Y Y N N 
𝐷𝑀5 m Y Y Y N N 
𝐷𝑀6 m m m Y Y Y 
𝐹𝑃1 Y Y Y Y Y Y 
𝐹𝑃2 Y Y Y Y m m 
𝐹𝑃3 Y Y Y Y m m 
𝐹𝑃4 Y Y Y Y Y Y 
𝐹𝑃5 m m m m Y Y 
𝐹𝑃6 m m m m N N 
“Y“ to influence favorably, “N” to not influence, and “m” is unlikely to influence 
favorably. 
 
Step 4: Synthesize an internally consistent outcome space 
In this step, the different strategies to reduce the physical seismic risk in an urban area 
are shown. According to Table 2, those strategies can influence favorably, not influence or are 
unlikely to influence favorably, in each of the considered indicators of the physical seismic risk 
(from 𝑋  to 𝑋 ).  
By way of example, the descriptor percentage of destroyed area (𝑋 ) would improve 
significantly if the 13 strategies (cells with “Y” key in dark grey in Table 2 and in Table 3) are 
executed: three related to risk identification (𝑅𝐼3, 𝑅𝐼4, 𝑅𝐼6); six to risk reduction (𝑅𝑅1 to 𝑅𝑅6); 




Table 3. Strategies to reduce the Percentage of destroyed area, 𝑿𝑹𝑷𝒉𝟏 
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In the same way as the previous example, for the descriptor of the destroyed area, and 
according to the CCM (Table 2), strategies that would favorably influence the rest of the 
descriptors are provided below. 
The contributing descriptors to population (dead people, 𝑋 , and injured people, 
𝑋 ) would decrease significantly if 19 strategies are executed: four related to risk 
identification (𝑅𝐼3, 𝑅𝐼4, 𝑅𝐼5, 𝑅𝐼6); six to risk reduction (𝑅𝑅1 to 𝑅𝑅6); five to disaster 
management (𝐷𝑀1 to 𝐷𝑀5) and four to governance and financial protection (𝐹𝑃1 to 𝐹𝑃4). 
See Table 4 with strategies for the 𝑋  descriptor. 
The homeless descriptor (𝑋 ) would improve significantly if 20 strategies are 
executed: the 19 strategies that improve the dead people (𝑋 ) or injured people (𝑋 ) 
descriptors, and one strategy to disaster management (𝐷𝑀6) (see column 𝑋  in Table 2). 
The contributing descriptors to physical damage of lifelines (𝑋  and 𝑋 ) would 
improve if 13 strategies are executed: three related to risk identification (𝑅𝐼3, 𝑅𝐼4, 𝑅𝐼6); six to 
risk reduction (𝑅𝑅1 and 𝑅𝑅6); one to disaster management (𝐷𝑀6) and three to governance and 
financial protection (𝐹𝑃1, 𝐹𝑃4 and 𝐹𝑃5). Table 5 shows the strategies for the damage 
descriptor of the potable water system (𝑋 ). The descriptor damage for the road system 




Table 4. Strategies to reduce the number of dead people, 𝑿𝑹𝑷𝒉𝟐 
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Table 5. Strategies to reduce the damage to the potable water system, 𝑿𝑹𝑷𝒉𝟓 
Descriptors of 
physical damage 
Risk identification   Risk reduction  Disaster management 
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Finally, it is proposed that the action plans that help mitigate the seismic physical risk, 
according to the CCM (Table 2), are ranked based on the weighting of the contributing factors 
to the seismic physical risk in urban areas and the lower level of performance presented by the 
proposed strategies. 
 
3.2. Strategies to reduce the aggravating coefficient 𝑭  
To decrease the aggravating coefficient, the social context should be improved by 
reducing its social vulnerability. However, reach it can become a very complex task since 
society is a very flexible system with a high degree of uncertainty.  
 
3.2.1. Analysis Phase 
The morphological field proposed to select adequate strategies to decrease the 
aggravating coefficient involved 13 prevailing social indicators (Table 7) and 31 strategies 
(Table 6). These indicators and strategies are related to damages that not depend directly on the 
seismic event. Other indirect effects such as long-term physical and mental health impact, 
business disruptions and, education require diverse population-based samples and further 
research to obtain accurate and generalizable estimates [52,53].This study proposes 31 strategies 
grouped into five groups that will improve the social context and they contain different 
strategies expressed in actions to be followed. Some of them are the strategies proposed in the 
evaluation of the effectiveness of risk management [5], and others are new (code* and code 
respectively in Table 6). These five groups are: 
 Evaluation of social context (𝐸). Those strategies allow the evaluation of different social 
aspects by analyzing the environment resources, and the necessities of the studied urban 
area. The evaluation is based on information provided by urban observers (UO) [55]; in 
case there are not observers, the relevant data collection must be made and then, a 
database should be created. This group involves five strategies. 
 Training (𝑇). It involves five strategies (Table 6) that allow social actors to be trained 
in different aspects that will reduce vulnerability. The development of group work skills 
such as communication, relationships, taking responsibility, decision-making, and 
conflict resolution, allow to understand the reality, to give an explanation and to be able 
to define de best change. In this way, the education strategies are defined for an urban 
area, according to the four pillars that should be the foundations for any educational 
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vision [56]: “Learning to know, learning to do, learning to live together and learning to 
be”. In this way citizen education is promoted for social transformation, and each person 
or group in the urban area is prepared for decision-making, self-management, coping 
with conflicts, solving individual and collective problems, and above all for the efficient 
and altruistic performance of their different social roles [24]. 
 Socio-Economic development (𝑆𝐸). This group has four strategies (Table 6). They 
include sets of activities, techniques, and procedures that can be carried out at different 
levels with the purpose of using and developing their resources and self-help in the 
search for solutions. These solutions have to adjust to the different conflicting socio-
economic situations existing in an urban area. The strategies of socio-economic 
development make it possible to take part, mediate or direct the individual, the family, 
and/or the community in the process of growth and development. These strategies make 
it easier for people the making of adaptive decisions in situations that affect them such 
as welfare, family planning, citizen participation, and the insurance of disasters losses 
in the housing and private sector. 
 Physical Development (𝑃𝐷). It has six strategies (Table 6), which benefit immediately 
and directly to the urban area to intervene. These strategies promote the implementation 
of safety construction codes and protection techniques and a correct land and urban 
planning taking into account the potential risk in the area. 
 Governance improvement (𝐺). It has eleven strategies (Table 6). They allow the 
interrelation of different social actors (which necessarily have different disciplinary 
approaches, values, and interests) to coordinate, execute and establish an adequate 
allocation and use of appropriate financial resources of retention and transfer of 
associated losses to disasters. Therefore, these strategies are fundamental for the 
sustainability of social development through the application of public policies for the 






Table 6.  Strategies to reduce the aggravating coefficient (𝑭) 
Strategies to reduce the aggravating coefficient (𝑭) Code Code* 
Group E: 
Evaluation 
of the social 
context 
Identification of indicators of social vulnerability using databases (national 
and/or regional statistic institute; Urban Observers -UO-). In case there are 
no previous databases, the relevant data compilation must be made. 
𝐸1  
Evaluation of the level of performance in the public policy of risk 
identification  
𝐸2  
Evaluation of the level of performance in the public policy of risk reduction  𝐸3  
Evaluation of the level of performance in the public policy of disaster 
management  
𝐸4  
Evaluation of the level of performance in the public policy of governance 




Training and education on risk management 𝑇1 𝑅𝐼6 
Basic education 𝑇2  
Training and education in technical-professional 𝑇3  
Public information and community 𝑇4 𝑅𝐼5 





Promote social integration and support groups of disadvantaged people 𝑆𝐸1  
Improve social participation, through public policies (existing or to be 
developed) of citizen participation 
𝑆𝐸2  
Family planning 𝑆𝐸3  




Implementation of hazard-event control and protection techniques 𝑃𝐷1 𝑅𝑅3 
Housing improvement and human settlement relocation from prone-areas 𝑃𝐷2 𝑅𝑅4 
Updating and enforcement of safety standards and construction codes 𝑃𝐷3 𝑅𝑅5 
Reinforcement and retrofitting of public and private assets 𝑃𝐷4 𝑅𝑅6 
Risk consideration in land use and urban planning 𝑃𝐷5 𝑅𝑅1 




Organization and coordination of emergency operations 𝐺1 𝐷𝑀1 
Emergency response planning and implementation of warning systems 𝐺2 𝐷𝑀2 
Endowment of equipment, tool, and infrastructure 𝐺3 𝐷𝑀3 
Simulation, updating, and test of inter-institutional response 𝐺4 𝐷𝑀4 
Rehabilitation and reconstruction planning 𝐺5 𝐷𝑀6 
Inter- institutional, multi-sectoral and decentralizing organization 𝐺6 𝐹𝑃1 
Reserve funds for institutional strengthening 𝐺7 𝐹𝑃2 
Budget allocation and mobilization 𝐺8 𝐹𝑃3 
Implementation of social safety nets and funds response 𝐺9 𝐹𝑃4 
Insurance coverage and loss transfer strategies of public assets 𝐺10 𝐹𝑃5 
 Improve the health system 𝐺11  
*Code based on [5]  
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Table 7. Morphological field for reduction the aggravating coefficient (𝑭) of the urban area 






𝐷𝑤1 Sufficient living area 𝐸1 
Identification of indicators of social 
vulnerability using databases 
(national and/or regional statistic 
institute; Urban Observers -UO-). In 
case there are no previous databases, 
the relevant, the relevant compilation 
must be made and created 
𝑇1 
Training and 




integration and support 










𝐷𝑤2 State of dwelling 𝐸2 
Evaluation of the level of 
performance in the public policy of 
risk identification  
𝑇2 Basic education. 𝑆𝐸2 
Improve social 
participation, through 
public policies (existing 












𝑆𝐷5 Poor households 𝐸3 
Evaluation of the level of 







𝑆𝐸3 Family planning 𝑃𝐷3 
Updating and 





equipment, tool, and 
infrastructure 
𝑆𝐷6 Literacy rate 𝐸4 
Evaluation of the level of 







Housing and private 








and test of inter-
institutional response 
𝑈𝑃1 Growth of informal settlements 𝐸5 
Evaluation of the level of 
performance in the public policy of 





    𝑃𝐷5 Risk consideration in land use and urban planning 𝐺5 
Rehabilitation and 
reconstruction planning 
𝑈𝑃2 Level or urban planning 













Homes built in risk-prone 
areas 
        
  
  
  𝐺7 




Disaster risk management 
index, 𝐷𝑅𝑀𝑖         
  
      
𝐺8 Budget allocation and mobilization 
𝐿𝑅1 Hospital beds 
        
  
      
𝐺9 
Implementation of 
social safety nets and 
funds response 
𝐿𝑅2 Human resources in health 
        
  
      
𝐺10 
Insurance coverage and 
loss transfer strategies of 
public assets 
𝐿𝑅3 Relief personnel 
                
𝐺11 Improve the health system 
𝐷1 Population Density                     
𝐷2 Urban population growth           
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According to [24] and [25], the aggravation coefficient, 𝐹, can be established by 
two different ways according to the available information of the case of study: a) General 
case (n = 13), with 13 prevailing social indicators or b) Simplified case by only six 
predominant indicators (n = 6), one for each category and higher level of determination. 
Therefore, these indicators are classified into six categories related to social aspects, in 
order of priority, they are Urban planning (𝐶3), Governance (𝐶4), Demography (𝐶6), 
Dwelling (𝐶1), Social development and poverty eradication (𝐶2), and Lack of resilience 
(𝐶5). In section 5 the application of the proposed methodology to evaluate the social 
context of the case of study (Mérida, Venezuela) will be was done, through the simplified 
case, due to the available information. 
 
3.2.2.  Synthesis Phase 
Starting from the morphological field to reduce the aggravating coefficient or to 
improve the social context (Table 7) steps 3 and 4 are applied. 
 
Step 3: The Cross-Consistency Matrix (CCM) for the morphological field 
The CCM is setting by the relationship between the parameters of Table 8 using 
evaluation keys, to reduce the aggravating coefficient (𝐹). The evaluation matrix of cross-
consistency adjusted in this study is shown in Table 8. Where the strategies to decrease 𝐹 
(classified by five groups) are in rows, and the contributing indicators to the social context 




Table 8. The Cross-Consistency Matrix (CCM) to reduce the aggravating coefficient (𝐹) for an 
urban area  
Strategies to reduce 𝑭 Indicators contributing to 𝑭  
𝐷𝑤1 𝐷𝑤2 𝑆𝐷5 𝑆𝐷6 𝑈𝑃1 𝑈𝑃2 𝑈𝑃3 𝐷𝑅𝑀𝑖 𝐿𝑅1 𝐿𝑅2 𝐿𝑅3 𝐷1 𝐷2 
Evaluation of social 
context 
𝐸1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 
𝐸2 N N N N Y Y Y Y N N N N N 
𝐸3 N N N N Y Y Y Y N N N N N 
𝐸4 N N N N N Y Y Y Y Y Y N N 
𝐸5 N N N N N Y Y Y N N N N N 
Training 
𝑇1 Y N N N Y N Y Y N N N N N 
𝑇2 N N Y Y N N N N N N N N N 
𝑇3 N N Y Y N N N N N Y Y N N 
𝑇4 N N N N N N Y Y N N N N N 
𝑇5 N N N N N N Y Y N N N N N 
Socio economic 
development  
𝑆𝐸1 m Y Y Y Y Y Y Y N N N N N 
𝑆𝐸2 m Y Y Y Y Y Y Y N N N N N 
𝑆𝐸3 Y N Y N N N N N N N N Y Y 
𝑆𝐸4 m N N N N Y N Y N N N N N 
Physical development 
𝑃𝐷1 m N N N Y Y Y Y N N N N N 
𝑃𝐷2 Y Y N N Y Y Y Y N N N Y N 
𝑃𝐷3 m Y N N m Y N Y N N N N N 
𝑃𝐷4 N Y N N N Y N Y Y N N N N 
𝑃𝐷5 m N N N m Y Y Y N N N N N 
𝑃𝐷6 N N N N N Y Y Y N N N N N 
Governance 
improvement 
𝐺1 N N N N N N N Y N N Y N N 
𝐺2 N N N N N N N Y N Y Y N N 
𝐺3 N N N N N N N Y Y Y Y N N 
𝐺4 N N N N N N N Y N N N N N 
𝐺5 N m N N N N N Y N N N N N 
𝐺6 Y Y N N Y Y Y Y N N N N N 
𝐺7 N N N N N N N Y N N N N N 
𝐺8 N N N N N N N Y N N N N N 
𝐺9 m Y Y N N N Y Y N N N N N 
𝐺10 N N N N N Y N Y N N N N N 
𝐺11 N N N N N N N Y Y Y Y N N 
“Y“ to influence favorably, “N” to not influence, and “m” is unlikely to influence favorable. 
 
Step 4: Synthesize an internally consistent outcome space 
As an example, the resulting strategies of the proposed morphological field to 
improve the social indicator growth of informal settlements 𝑈𝑃1 , related to urban 
planning category (𝐶3), are detailed. It describes the annual growth of the population in 
urban agglomeration or urban areas without planning self-constructed by the inhabitants 
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thereof (spontaneous marginal neighborhoods). 𝑈𝑃1 is estimated by the proportion of 
self-built houses compared to regulated dwellings. Specifically, there are nine strategies 
that influence favorably to improve the social indicator 𝑈𝑃1 (dark grey cells in Table 8 
and Table 9). The CCM (Table 8) proposes to implement the following strategies:  
 Group E. Evaluation of the context. 
Identification of indicators of social vulnerability, 𝐸1, using existing databases 
(national and/or regional statistic institute; Urban Observers -UO-) or collecting 
relevant information. Evaluation of the level of performance in the public policy of 
risk identification, 𝐸2, and Evaluation of the level of performance in the public policy 
of risk reduction, 𝐸3. 
 Group T. Training. 
Training and education on risk management, 𝑇1. 
 Group SE. Socio-Economic development. 
Promote social integration and support groups of disadvantaged people, SE1, and 
Improve social participation, 𝑆𝐸2, through public policies (existing or to be 
developed) of citizen participation. 
 Group PD. Physical Development. 
Implementation of hazard-event control and protection techniques, 𝑃𝐷1, and Housing 
improvement and human settlement relocation from prone-areas, 𝑃𝐷2. 
 Group G. Governance improvement. 
Inter-institutional, multi-sectoral and decentralizing organization, 𝐺6. 
 
Additionally, it is possible to apply the strategies that are unlikely to influence 
favorably on 𝑈𝑃1 (cells in light grey in Table 8), which are: Updating and enforcement 
of safety standards and construction codes, 𝑃𝐷3, and Risk consideration in land use and 
urban planning, 𝑃𝐷5. 
To establish the action plans or strategies to improve each of the other social indicators 
proposed in Table 7, it is required to proceed in the same way as the example shown for 
the 𝑈𝑃1 indicator.  
As a result of the morphological analysis, from the 31 proposed strategies to 
reduce the aggravating coefficient, 21 help to improve at least three social indicators, 16 
to improve at least four social indicators and only six strategies help to improve at least 
six (Table 8). Finally, the following priority criteria are recommended: i) to implement 
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the strategies that help simultaneously to reduce the aggravating coefficient among the 
six social indicators prevailing, and ii) the strategies that help simultaneously to improve 




Table 9. Strategies proposed to improve the social indicator 𝑈𝑃1 (dark gray cells)  




Identification of indicators of social 
vulnerability using databases 
(national and/or regional statistic 
institute; Urban Observers -UO-). In 
case there are no previous databases, 
the relevant, the relevant 
compilation must be made and 
created 
𝑇1 
Training and education 
on risk management 
(RI6) 
𝑆𝐸1 
Promote social integration 
and support groups of 
disadvantaged people 
𝑃𝐷1 
Implementation of hazard-event 
control and protection 
techniques 
𝐺1 
Organization and coordination of 
emergency operations 
𝐷𝑤2 State of dwelling 𝐸2 
Evaluation of the level of 
performance in the public policy of 
risk identification (RI) 
𝑇2 Basic education. 𝑆𝐸2 
Improve social participation, 
through public policies 
(existing or to be developed) 
of citizen participation 
𝑃𝐷2 
Housing improvement and 
human settlement relocation 
from prone-areas 
𝐺2 
Emergency response planning 
and implementation of warning 
systems 
𝑆𝐷5 Poor households 𝐸3 
Evaluation of the level of 
performance in the public policy of 
risk reduction (RR) 
𝑇3 
Training and education 
in technical-
professional 
𝑆𝐸3 Family planning 𝑃𝐷3 
Updating and enforcement of 
safety standards and 
construction codes 
𝐺3 
Endowment of equipment, tool, 
and infrastructure 
𝑆𝐷6 Literacy rate 𝐸4 
Evaluation of the level of 
performance in the public policy of 
disaster management (DM) 
𝑇4 
Public information and 
community (RI5). SE4 
Housing and private sector 
insurance and reinsurance 
coverage 
𝑃𝐷4 
Reinforcement and retrofitting 
of public and private assets 𝐺4 
Simulation, updating, and test of 
inter-institutional response 
𝑈𝑃1 
Growth of informal 
settlements 𝐸5 
Evaluation of the level of 
performance in the public policy of 






    𝑃𝐷5 
Risk consideration in land use 
and urban planning 𝐺5 
Rehabilitation and reconstruction 
planning 
𝑈𝑃2 
Level or urban 
planning 









and decentralizing organization 
𝑈𝑃3 
Homes built in risk-
prone areas 
        
  
  
  𝐺7 





𝐷𝑅𝑀𝑖         
  
      
𝐺8 
Budget allocation and 
mobilization 
𝐿𝑅1 Hospital beds                 𝐺9 
Implementation of social safety 
nets and funds response 
𝐿𝑅2 
Human resources in 
health         
  
      
𝐺10 
Insurance coverage and loss 
transfer strategies of public assets 
𝐿𝑅3 Relief personnel 
                
𝐺11 
 
Improve the health system 
𝐷1 Population Density                   
𝐷2 
Urban population 
growth           
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4. Application example for Mérida, Venezuela 
 
The proposed methodology based on a morphological analysis to support the 
formulation of action plans for disaster risk mitigation has been applied to Mérida city 
(Venezuela). It takes as a starting point a previous holistic and quantitative evaluation the 
seismic risk in this city [25]. 
 
4.1. Holistic evaluation for the city of Mérida 
 
The city of Mérida is located in the Nort-Est of Venezuela, in the central part of 
the Venezuela Andes. It is on a plateau or long terrace within a floodplain (Quaternary 
sediments), bounded by two mountain ranges: the Sierra Nevada in South-East and the 
Sierra de la Culata in North-West and crossed by the Albarregas and Chama rivers [57,58]. 
Merida, with a total population of fewer than 250 thousand inhabitants is the 
capital of both the state of Merida and the Libertador municipality. The city is made up 
of 12 of the 15 parishes of the municipality: Arias, Milla, Osuna Rodríguez, Juan 
Rodríguez Suárez, Jacinto Plaza Lasso de Vega, Caracciolo Parra Pérez, Mariano Picón 
Salas and Antonio Spinetti Dini, El Llano, Sagrario and Domingo Peña [59,60,61]. 
Merida is located within an area of high seismic activity (zone 4 and 5 according to the 
seismic classification of structural normative in Venezuela, which divides the country 
into seven zones with different seismic hazard [62]. Below the city runs the major tectonic 
fault in western Venezuela The Boconó fault, which forms part of the South American 
Plate [63]. The Mérida city could be affected by several natural hazards, as the seismic 
hazard [25,64]. 
The performance level of the indicators involved in the Disaster Risk Management 
Index, 𝐷𝑅𝑀𝑖, was evaluated by individual interviews  to  six renowned local experts 
belonging to academia, non-governmental organization and local government of Mérida 
, carried out by one of the authors. The weights for the indicators in each public policy 
(𝑅𝑅, 𝐷𝑀, 𝐹𝑃, see Figure 1) were also assigned according to the local experts' criteria. 
The 𝐷𝑅𝑀𝑖 was evaluated was for years 2000, 2005 and 2010, but in this article, only the 
evaluation for 2010 is used.  
The results obtained for the 𝐷𝑅𝑀𝑖 evaluation are summarized as follows. In 
general, the public administration of Merida presents a significant level of performance 
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with low effectiveness (𝐷𝑅𝑀𝑖 =34.55). This administration has focused more the efforts 
in the risk identification (an outstanding level with medium effectiveness, RMIRI=50.6), 
and less in the financial protection and governance 𝑅𝑀𝐼 13.28  level incipient to 
low with low effectiveness). The performance of the risk reduction 𝑅𝑀𝐼 37.18  and 
disaster management activities 𝑅𝑀𝐼 37.12  have a significant level, but with low 
effectiveness. Figure 5 shows the performance levels of the 24 indicators evaluated by the 
𝐷𝑅𝑀𝑖 for 2010, where it highlights about half of these indicators have a performance 
level lower than significant.   
 
4.2.  Results of the general case 
 
According to the analyses of the Cross-Consistency Matrices of Table 2 and Table 
8, only 22 of the 24 indicators (strategies) involved in the 𝐷𝑅𝑀𝑖, have favorably influence 
to reduce the physical risk and the aggravating coefficient. Therefore, to improve the 
social vulnerability and reduce the physical seismic risk in Merida, each of these 
strategies have to increase a considerable number of levels (between two and four) to 
reach an optimal level of performance (value 5). 
 
 
Figure 5. Performance Level (low, incipient, significant, outstanding, and optimal) for the 
24 strategies to reduce the seismic risk in Mérida (Venezuela) in 2010. 
The seismic risk for Merida was recently evaluated from a holistic approach 
involving scenarios of intensity VII and IX, and it includes 11 of the 12 parishes of the 
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city [25]. These results for intensity IX are combined with the evaluation of the 𝐷𝑅𝑀𝑖 in 
the application of the proposed methodology. 
The morphological analysis suggested to implement strategies according to the 
following priority criteria: i) those to reduce the destroyed area according to Table 3; ii) 
the strategies to reduce the affectation to the population (dead, injured and the homeless) 
according to Tables 2 and 4; iii) those to mitigate the damage on lifelines. In the case of 
Merida, the last one refers to the potential damage in the system of a potable water (𝑋𝑅𝐹4) 
and damage to the road system (𝑋𝑅𝐹5). According to Table 2, 11 strategies have a 
favorable influence on all indicators of physical risk. All of them should be promoted in 
each parish of the city.  
According to Jaramillo et al. [25], the parishes with high physical seismic risk are 
Antonio Spinetti Dini, Caracciolo Parra Pérez, and Osuna Rodríguez. The parishes with 
very high risk correspond to Arias, Domingo Peña, El Llano, Milla, and Sagrario. For 
both cases, it is imperative to apply the 13 strategies, which allow reducing the destroyed 
area, according to the column 𝑋𝑅𝐹1 of the CCM in Table 2. These strategies are three of 
risk identification (𝑅𝐼3, 𝑅𝐼4, 𝑅𝐼6), six strategies of risk reduction, and four strategies of 
governance and financial protection (𝐹𝑃1 to 𝐹𝑃4). 
For parishes with a high or very high estimated physical seismic risk, 20 strategies 
are proposed to reduce the homeless descriptor: the 13 strategies that allow reducing the 
destroyed area descriptor 𝑋𝐹𝑅1, and the six strategies related to public policies of 
disaster management (from 𝐷𝑀1 to 𝐷𝑀6) and the strategy 𝑅𝐼5. Finally, to reduce the 
descriptors of dead and injured people, to execute 19 strategies: the same that allow 
reducing the homeless people, except the 𝐷𝑀6 (see column 𝑋𝐹𝑅4 in Table 2). 
The physical seismic risk associated with the potential damage to the potable water 
system is high for all parishes of the city [25]. In order to reduce it, 13 strategies are 
proposed to be implemented: three strategies of risk identification (𝑅𝐼3, 𝑅𝐼4, RI6), six 
strategies of risk reduction (from 𝑅𝑅1 to 𝑅𝑅6); one strategy related to disaster 
management (𝐷𝑀6) and three strategies of governance and financial protection (𝐹𝑃1, 
𝐹𝑃4 and 𝐹𝑃5). The promotion of these 13 strategies is particularly important in parishes 
where the maximum contributing factor to physical seismic risk for intensity IX was the 
damage of the potable water system: Juan Rodríguez Suárez, Lasso de la Vega and 
Mariano Picón Salas [25]. 
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The priority areas to reduce the physical seismic risk for the city of Merida are the 
following parishes: i) Sagrario, Domingo Peña, Milla, El Llano, and Arias, due to their 
very high level of seismic risk 𝑅 ; ii) parishes with a high level of seismic risk: Osuna 
Rodríguez, Antonio Spinetti Dini and Caracciolo Parra Pérez. 
 
4.3. Results of the Simplified case 
 
Furthermore, the evaluation of the social context in the parishes of the city was 
done, through the simplified case of the methodology. That means, with one indicator by 
category [25] due to the available information and the simplified estimation of the 
aggravating coefficient 𝐹.  
The six categories sorted by priority are (see their corresponding weights 
participation, 𝑊𝑖, in Table 10): Urban planning (𝐶3), Governance (𝐶4), Demography 
(𝐶6), Dwelling (𝐶1), Social development and poverty eradication (𝐶2), and Lack of 
resilience (𝐶5). The six prevailing social indicators sorted in the same way are Level or 
urban planning (𝑈𝑃2), Disaster risk management index 𝐷𝑅𝑀𝑖 , Population density 




Table 10.  The Cross-Consistency Matrix (CCM) for reduction of the aggravating coefficient (𝐹) 
for the city of Mérida. 
Strategies to decrease 
𝑭 
Category  














Indicators contributing to 𝐹 for the case: Mérida, Venezuela 




𝐸1 Y Y Y Y Y Y 
𝐸2 N N Y Y N N 
𝐸3 N N Y Y N N 
𝐸4 N N Y Y Y N 
𝐸5 N N Y Y N N 
Group T: 
Training 
𝑇1 Y N N Y N N 
𝑇2 N Y N N N N 
𝑇3 N Y N N N N 
𝑇4 N N N Y N N 





𝑆𝐸1 m Y Y Y N N 
𝑆𝐸2 m Y Y Y N N 
𝑆𝐸3 Y Y N N N Y 




𝑃𝐷1 m N Y Y N N 
𝑃𝐷2 Y N Y Y N Y 
𝑃𝐷3 m N Y Y N N 
𝑃𝐷4 N N Y Y Y N 
𝑃𝐷5 m N Y Y N N 
𝑃𝐷6 N N Y Y N N 
Group G:  
Governance 
improvement 
𝐺1 N N N Y N N 
𝐺2 N N N Y N N 
𝐺3 N N N Y Y N 
𝐺4 N N N Y N N 
𝐺5 N N N Y N N 
𝐺6 Y N Y Y N N 
𝐺7 N N N Y N N 
𝐺8 N N N Y N N 
𝐺9 m Y N Y N N 
𝐺10 N N Y Y N N 
𝐺11 N N N Y Y N 
 
For the case of study, from the 31 proposed strategies to reduce the aggravating 
coefficient, 21 help to improve at least two social indicators and only eight strategies help 
to improve at least three social indicators (Table 8 or Table 10).  
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The proposed criterion to execute the strategies for the city of Mérida is first the 
Identification of indicators of social vulnerability (𝐸1 . Then, the strategies which 
improve at least three indicators: Evaluation of the disaster management (𝐸4 , Promote 
social integration and support groups of disadvantaged people (𝑆𝐸1 , Improve social 
participation 𝑆𝐸2 , Family planning 𝑆𝐸3), Housing improvement and human 
settlement relocation from prone-areas 𝑃𝐷2 , Reinforcement and retrofitting of public 
and private assets 𝑃𝐷4) and finally Inter-institutional, multi-sectoral and decentralizing 
organization 𝐺6 . 
In summary, the decision-makers of the local governments should focus their 
efforts to implement the strategies related to risk reduction and some strategies of 
governance and financial protection, to reach an optimal level of performance in them 
all.  
Specifically, the strategies suggested to improve the indicator with the highest 
weight Level of urban planning (UP2) (Table 10) are listed below:  
 Group E. Evaluation of the context: all the strategies. 
 Group SE. Socio-Economic development: Promote social integration and support 
groups of disadvantaged people 𝑆𝐸1 , Improve social participation, through public 
policies (existing or to be developed) of citizen participation 𝑆𝐸2  and Housing and 
private sector insurance and reinsurance coverage 𝑆𝐸4 . 
 Group PD. Physical Development: all the strategies. 
 Group G. Improve the governance: Inter-institutional, multi-sectoral and 
decentralizing organization 𝐺6  and Insurance coverage, and loss transfer strategies 
of public assets 𝐺10 . 
 
 
5.  Conclusion 
 
This article proposes a methodology to support the decision-making process in the 
risk reduction of an urban area. It is based on a morphological analysis which involves: 
i) the results of a holistic evaluation of the disaster risk due to natural hazards, and ii) 35 




Morphological analysis has been applied in different areas of research, but none 
of them integrating a holistic risk assessment due to natural  hazards with the purpose of 
helping public stakeholders in the decision making process at a local level, for urban 
areas. 
To reduce the physical risk, the proposed methodology involved 24 strategies, 
which correspond to the indicators evaluated by the Disaster Risk Management index, 
𝐷𝑅𝑀𝑖. These strategies are related to four public policies for disaster risk management: 
risk identification, risk reduction, disaster management, and governance and financial 
protection.  
To reduce the aggravating conditions, which means to improve the social context, 
31 strategies are identified to be applied. These strategies are related to: i) the evaluation 
of the social context; ii) training, iii) socio-economic development; iv) physical 
development, and v) governance improvement. The involved strategies are prioritized 
considering the weights of the factors related to the physical risk and the performance 
level according to the 𝐷𝑅𝑀𝑖 evaluation (Figure 5). 
The methodology has been applied to the city of Merida, Venezuela, where 11 
potential strategies have been identified to reduce the potential physical damage and 
aggravating conditions. These strategies have a positive influence on at least six 
indicators. They, sorted by priority, are: 
First, Reinforcement and retrofitting of public and private assets strategy 
(𝑃𝐷4/𝑅𝑅6) because it has a low-performance level and helps to reduce the seismic 
physical risk 𝑅  as well as the aggravating coefficient 𝐹. It has a positive influence on 
nine indicators including the destroyed area 𝑋 . 
Then, strategies with an incipient performance level which have influence on all 
indicators of physical risk and at least two indicators of the aggravating conditions. They 
are: risk consideration in land use and urban planning (𝑃𝐷5/𝑅𝑅1); hydrographical basin 
intervention and environmental protection 𝑃𝐷6/𝑅𝑅2 ; housing improvement and 
human settlement relocation from prone-areas ( 𝑃𝐷2/𝑅𝑅4 ), inter-institutional, multi-
sectorial and decentralizing organization 𝐺6/𝐹𝑃1  and implementation of social safety 
nets and funds response 𝐺9/𝐹𝑃4 . 
The following strategies have a significant performance level and influence on all 
indicators of physical risk and at least on two indicators of the aggravating conditions: 
training and education on risk management 𝑅𝐼6 , implementation of hazard-event 
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control and protection techniques 𝑃𝐷1/𝑅𝑅3  and the updating and enforcement of 
safety standards and construction codes 𝑃𝐷3/𝑅𝑅5 . Additionally, the strategies hazard 
evaluation and mapping 𝑅𝐼3  and vulnerability and risk assessment 𝑅𝐼4  influence all 
physical risk indicators.  
The methodology proposed in this study is easy to adapt to different urban areas 
and for whatever natural hazard using as parameters: the proposed actions and the 
possible damages to reduce. It could be better to evaluate the performance of disaster risk 
management through the 𝐷𝑅𝑀𝑖, also a holistic evaluation of risk. The obtained results 
from this methodology could be applied by decision-makers and administrators as a guide 
to implementing effective risk mitigation strategies. 
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